In this paper we study the sequential and parallel complexity of various important term matching problems. These problems occur frequently in applications such as term rewriting, functional programming, and logic programming. First, we obtain non-trivial lower bounds on the parallel complexity of the (uninterpreted) term matching problem. We also establish the tightness of these bounds for some representations and several models. We then characterize completely the sequential complexity of associative and commutative matching when the number of occurrences of variables is varied. Specifically, we show that even if each variable is restricted to at most two occurrences in the terms, both associative matching and commutative matching are NP-complete. Interestingly, for the important restriction of boolean terms we show that commutative matching is NP-complete whereas associative matching has a linear time sequential algorithm. For linear terms, we significantly improve the existing upper bound for associative-commutative matching, and present a new algorithm for associative matching. Designing direct parallel algorithms for associativeecommutative matching of linear terms appears to be a difficult task. Despite this we have been able to resolve questions about the parallel complexity of these problems using complexity-theoretic techniques. Finally, an interesting consequence of the research reported here is the demonstration of a tighter relationship between associative-commutative matching for linear terms and bipartite matching on both sequential and parallel models. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc.
INTRODUCTION
Reasoning with equations is important in logic, mathematics, and many computing applications such as algebraic specifications, equational and functional programming languages, and automated deduction. Two popular mechanical approaches for reasoning with equations are resolution augmented with paramodulation and term rewriting. These approaches use unification and matching procedures extensively. Informally, given two terms t, and t2 the unification (decision) problem is to determine whether there exists a substitution o for the variables in the two terms such that a(?,) = a(t2). In terms matching the substitution is applied to only one term which is called the pattern ; the other term is called the subject. Unification and matching are also the most frequently repeated operations in the execution of Prolog programs. Consequently, a lot of attention has been devoted to speeding them up using parallel processing. Several theoretical studies of the parallelism in these operations have been carried out on the Parallel Random Access Machine model (PRAM) (Fortune and Wyllie, 1978) and its variants such as CRCW (concurrent read concurrent write), CREW (concurrent read exclusive write), and Arbitrary PRAM. Dwork et al. (1984) showed that a polylogarithmic time parallel algorithm, using polynomially many processors, is unlikely for unification, whereas term matching is in NC (Cook, 1985) . These results, coupled with the importance of term matching, led to a surge of interest in designing efficient parallel algorithms for it (Dwork et al., 1986; Ramesh et al., 1989) . However, the following important question remained unanswered: Is there a limit to the parallelism achievable in term matching (of course, the processor requirement should be reasonable). For instance, can it be done in constant parallel time? We show that this is unfortunately not possible.
) We show that on any CRCW PRAM, term matching requires Q(log n/loglog n) time independent of the representation of terms (strings stored in arrays, trees, or directed acyclic graphs) as long as the number of processors is restricted to a polynomial in the input size. We also prove that this lower bound is tight for the string representation, by giving corresponding optimal time upper bounds on the Arbitrary PRAM. Note that on the Arbitrary PRAM string matching can be done in O( 1) time. Thus our lower bounds for term matching imply that the presence of variables makes term matching provably more difficult than string matching. We also prove Q(log n) time lower bounds for term matching on the CREW PRAM for all three representations. We then show that these lower bounds are tight for the string and tree representations. All our lower bounds hold for both linear' as well as non-linear terms, whereas our 1 If each variable is restricted to at most one occurrence, then the term is linear.
upper bounds are for the general case of non-linear terms. Thus, on the PRAM model, non-linearity is not the inherent source of difficulty in uninterpreted term matching. These results settle some open problems raised in Dwork et al. (1984) .
In many applications of interest, some function symbols in the terms are interpreted, i.e., they satisfy certain axioms. Some of the most frequently occurring axioms are associativity and commutativity.
For example, the Append operation in LISP is associative. Logical connectives such as OR and AND in first order logic, and operations in Abelian groups and fields are both associative and commutative. Extensions of equational reasoning methods to handle commutativity and associativity use specialized unitication and matching procedures. The widespread occurrence of these two axioms, in practice, makes it imperative to study the computational complexity of these procedures.
In this paper we also study the sequential complexity of associative commutative matching (ACM) and its variants such as associative matching (AM), commutative matching (CM), and their linear versions which occur in left-linear rewrite systems. A rich theory of such systems has been developed and utilized in the design of equational programming languages (O'Donnell, 1985) . The following is a brief description of our results on ACM and its variants.
) Using a result of the first author (Verma, 1988) , which combines a subtle modification of the reduction from linear ACM to bipartite matching with tighter analysis, we prove a "tight" upper bound on the time required, O(/sl 1 tl'.'), for linear ACM. Thus we significantly improve the time bound of O( 1.~1 lt13) for linear ACM given in Benanav (1985) (1.~1 is the size of the pattern and (t( is the size of the subject). Moreover, we give a linear time reduction from bipartite matching to linear ACM. An important consequence of this mutual reducibility is the tightness of our upper bound, since any nontrivial improvement in the running time of one problem will improve that of the other.
) For the case of linear AM and CM we are able to do even better. Specifically, we present an O(lsl It] log Is]) time algorithm for linear AM, and an O(lsl I tl) time algorithm for linear CM.
) We completely characterize the sequential complexity of ACM when the number of occurrences of variables is varied. Specifically, we show that AC matching is NP-complete even if variables are restricted to at most two occurrences in the pattern. In Benanav (1985) it was claimed that ACM is NP-complete even when each variable is restricted to at most 3-occurrences. Thus the complexity of 2-occurrence ACM was left open.
) In several applications of theorem proving the ACM problem along with its variants does not occur in its full generality. In particular we consider the important restriction of this problem to boolean terms. In such terms the operands of AC operators cannot be variables. Matching boolean terms has special significance in theorem proving. For example, the subsumption test is nothing but boolean matching. Similarly, the AC operators, v and A , cannot have variables as operands in the wellformed formulas of first-order logic. We show that boolean CM is NP-complete whereas boolean AM can be done in linear time. This result provides powerful justification, from a complexity viewpoint, for the following approach to theorem proving involving boolean terms: incorporate associativity in the matching procedure, and use the commutative axioms in the direction specified by a complete simplification ordering (Bachmair et al., 1989) . Note that such an ordering always exists. The problem usually is to find one.
Finally, we examine the parallel complexity of AM, CM, and ACM. Obviously we consider only linear terms. Parallel complexity results for these problems were hitherto unknown. Designing (direct) parallel algorithms for these problems on the PRAM model appears to be extremely difficult. One of our contributions in this paper is that, despite this difficulty, we have been able to resolve their parallel complexity using complexity-theoretic techniques. Our approach is particularly well suited for problems that are not amenable to direct parallelization.
) We show that linear AM and CM are in Nlogspace ENC'. Next we show that a restricted version of linear ACM is NC reducible to subtree isomorphism. Finally, for the parallel case also, we establish an interesting relationship between linear ACM and bipartite matching. We show that they are mutually NC reducible. Thus the fate of linear ACM is again tightly linked to that of bipartite matching.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section we present the necessary notations and definitions. In Section 3 we describe our parallel complexity results for term matching. Section 4 deals with the complexity of AC matching and its variants. Concluding remarks appear in Section 5.
PROBLEM DEFINITION
Let V= {vi, u2, . ..} b e a countable set of variables and F a countable set of function symbols. Each function symbol f~ F has a fixed arity a,-, a nonnegative integer. We require that the set of 0-ary function symbols (also called constants) be non-empty, and that I/n F = 0. The set of terms F is defined as follows: 
t,,).
A term can be represented in three different ways: as a labeled directed acyclic graph (DAG), as a fully parenthesized string stored in an array, or by a labeled directed tree defined in the obvious way. The DAGs and trees are ordered. The size of a term is the number of symbols in it, omitting parentheses and commas. This is the same as the sizes of the tree and string representations of the term, but potentially larger than the size of the DAG (number of vertices + number of edges) representing it.
The tree and DAG representations of terms are very popular. In parallel computation the choice of representation can make a dramatic difference in the complexity of the problem. For example, the circuit value problem (here the circuit is a DAG) is log space complete for P, whereas if the circuit is a tree the same problem is easily seen to be in NC. Therefore, we examine a third representation, the string representation, to see whether there is a "natural" representation for which the parallel complexity of term matching is significantly different. The string representation has also gained much attention recently for sequential symbolic algorithms. Several fast sequential algorithms for various problems involving terms have been reported by Ramesh et al. (1990) and Christian (1989) . In all these algorithms terms were represented as strings. DEFINITION 2. A substitution (T is a function from V to .Y such that a(u) # v for only finitely many variables v.
Notation. 1. For any positive integer k, Zk denotes the set { 1, 2, . . . . k}. Z, is the empty set 0.
2. The size of a term t, the cardinality of a set S, and the number of elements in a tuple o are denoted I tl, ISI, and 101, respectively.
3. Unless stated otherwise (T and its subscripted versions denote substitutions.
4. The application of a substitution 0 to a term t is written a(t). 5. V, denotes the set of variables occurring in a term s. 6. The restriction of a substitution CJ to Y' L V is written 0 1 y,. 7. If s is any rooted tree and v any vertex in s then A", denotes the subtree of s rooted at u. Remark 1. We assume that the reader is familiar with the notion of a polynomial-time many-one reduction ( < I) (Garey and Johnson, 1979) , an NC reduction (<& (Cook, 1985) , and the complexity classes NL (Nlogspace) and NC. Throughout this paper s will represent the pattern and t the subject. An equation is a pair of terms s, t, written s = t (variables in s and t are implicitly universally quantified). DEFINITION 3. Let E be any set of equations. Two terms s, t E F are E equivalent, written s =E t, iff Th(E) k s = t, where Th(E) is the equational theory axiomatized by E. We say that s E-matches t iff there exists a c such that a(s) = E t.
When E consists of associativity axioms only, we have the AM problem: Given two terms s and t does s match t modulo associativity? Similarly, when E consists of commutativity axioms only, we have the CM problem. When E consists of both associativity and commutativity axioms we have the ACM problem, and when E= /zr we have the term matching problem defined above. By abuse of notation, we write O(S) =A t and say that s a-matches t when s matches t modulo some associativity axioms, and similarly a(s) =c t, etc. In ACM, E must consist of both associative and commutative axioms for every interpreted operator. To elaborate, in ACM the input terms are constructed out of a non-empty set of AC operators and a non-empty set of free (uninterpreted) operators. The most general AC matching problem, in which terms can have some free operators, some operators which are associative only, some which are commutative only, and some AC operators, will be denoted by GACM.
When the set of terms is restricted to boolean terms (i.e., no interpreted operator can have a variable as an argument) we have the boolean versions of these problems. Similarly, when terms are required to be linear we have the linear versions of these problems (denoted by AML, CML, ACML, and GACML). Finally, when terms can contain at most two occurrences of each variable, we have the 2-occurrence AM, 2-occurrence CM, 2-occurrence ACM, and 2-occurrence GACM problems.
PARALLEL TERM MATCHING
We begin with a brief description of the model. The PRAM model consists of a collection of processors+ach processor has a unique integer ID that it knows-which share a global memory and execute a single program in lock step. There are variants of the PRAM model which handle concurrent reads and writes to the same global memory location differently. The strongest variant is the CRCW PRAM (Concurrent Read Concurrent Write) which allows simultaneous reads and simultaneous writes to the same location. The CREW PRAM (Concurrent Read Exclusive Write) allows simultaneous reads of a memory location, but not simultaneous writes. The weakest variant is the EREW PRAM (Exclusive Read Exclusive Write) in which, at any given time, at most one processor can access any memory location. Three different variants of the CRCW PRAM have been proposed in the literature. The first and the weakest is the Common PRAM in which all processors attempting to write in the same location simultaneously must write the same value. The second is the Arbitrary PRAM in which one of the competing processors succeeds in writing, but no assumption can be made as to which processor succeeds. The third and the strongest variant is the Priority PRAM in which processors have a fixed priority according to their ID's, and the processor with the highest priority, among processors attempting to write in the same location simultaneously, succeeds.
The PRAM model is very convenient for studying the inherent parallel complexity of problems because one does not have to worry about the messy details of interprocessor communication and various distributions of data. Thus our lower bounds establish that even under ideal conditions (such as a global memory with each location accessible by all processors in unit time) there is a limit to the parallelism achievable for term matching. Our upper bounds primarily show that (in some cases) the lower bounds cannot be improved.
Before we can discuss our results, we need the following technicalities. We use superscripts (I, II, etc.) whenever we want to indicate the arities of function symbols with non-zero arity. We denote the directed edge from n, to n, by (n,, n2) and its label by label((n,, Q)). The label of a node n is denoted by label(n). We assume that the labeled directed tree is available in the form of an inverted tree. Such a tree is specified by three arrays: Parent, Label, and Edgeelabel. For each node i, Parent[i] contains the node number of the parent of i, Label [i] contains label(i), and
The assumption of inverted tree representation is for convenience only. All our lower bounds hold for uninverted trees also. In parallel computation, most algorithms for trees are more conveniently specified for inverted trees because the technique of recursive doubling or path compression is often used. Because of the fixed storage required at every vertex, inverted trees are preferred in sequential computation also. To represent uninverted trees, linked lists or arrays are required at every node, unless the awkward child-sibling binary tree representation is used. If the uninverted tree representation with linked list is used, then processor allocation alone is an onerous task, taking at least as much time as our lower bound. If arrays are used at each node, then it is easy to convert the uninverted tree into an inverted tree, and vice versa, in constant time using polynomially many processors.
Let us assume that the two terms s and t are represented as labeled directed trees. Informally, the sequence of edge-labels on the path from a node to its root is referred to as its e-path. Term matching of s and t involves: identifying the corresponding nodes of the two trees representing s and t (these are nodes that have identical e-paths to their respective roots); ensuring that corresponding nodes have the same label, unless the node from the pattern is labeled by a variable, called the homogeneity check; and ensuring that the substitutions for different instances of the same variable are identical, called the consistency check.
We need the majority problem in order to obtain the lower bounds. The majority problem is defined as follows: Given n bits, xi, . . . . x,, output 1 iff at least half the bits are 1's. For convenience, we shall assume that n is even throughout Section 3. We also use the following results.
THEOREM 1 (Cook and Dwork, 1982) . The OR of n bits requires log~5+~,12 n time on the CREW PRAM (independent of the number of processors and memory cells used).
THEOREM 2 (Beame and Hastad, 1987) . Any CRCW PRAM requires Q(log n/loglog n) time to compute the majority function of n bits, if processors are bounded by a polynomial in n.
Lower Bounds for the Tree and DAG Representations
We now prove the following. THEOREM 3. If processors are bounded by a polynomial in n, any CRC W PRAM requires sZ(log n/loglog n) time for term matching, where n is the number of symbols in the input terms and input is in the form of two labeled ordered trees.
Proof
It s&ices to show that majority can be reduced in constant time (using processors bounded by a polynomial in the input size) to term matching with trees. Therefore, let x3, . . . . x, + z be any instance of majority, where the xi's are boolean values. We construct an instance of the term matching problem over the variables V= (x, y}, and the function symbols F= (f", O', l', a}, as follows (the constant a is needed to satisfy arity constraints).
First pad the input with exactly one extra 0 as x1 and one extra 1 as x2. Assign to each index i E Z, + 2, (i-l)* processors. These processors find in constant time the maximum index i, 1 < j < i such that xj = xi (Proposition 2). Once such an index is found, for each index i in Z,, + 2 -Z,, a representative processor pi stores j in Parent [i] .
Parent is set to 2. Label[O] is set to f, i.e., f is the label of the root.
The three arrays constitute the subject in the form of a labeled inverted ordered tree. The pattern is always a fixed (i.e., depends only on n) term represented by a tree with the root vertex labeled A the first child (edge-label 1) of the root is a vertex labeled x, and the second child is a chain of n/2 + 2 vertices, each labeled 1, except the last which is labeled y. The label of each edge in the chain is 1 (see Fig. 1 ). We note that both terms can be constructed by O(n') processors in O(1) time, on the Common CRCW PRAM. It is now easy to see that the two terms, so constructed, match iff the output for the corresponding instance of majority is 1. The lower bound now follows from Theorem 2. 1 (Iro(l(ol Several interesting features of this proof deserve further mention. Clearly, term matching with linear terms also has the same lower bound. If we allow two forests as input, then term matching with just one oariable is at least as hard as majority. Note that the proof does not in any way exploit the time that must be spent for the consistency check. In fact, the lower bound holds for any parallel algorithm that takes two ordered trees and finds all pairs of corresponding nodes. Since the reduction can be carried out on the weakest CRCW PRAM, the theorem holds for all CRCW PRAM's. Proof (Sketch). The subject is constructed as in Theorem 3 above. We construct n/2 + 1 patterns, P,,, + 1, . . . . P, + i, where pattern P, consists of a root vertex labeled f and two subtrees. The left subtree of the root is identical to the left subtree of the subject, and the right subtree is a chain of i + 1 vertices, each labeled 1, except the last which is labeled by the constant ~1. The entire construction can be done in constant time using polynomially many processors. By Proposition 1, we can OR the results of the isomorphism tests for these n/2 + 1 patterns against the subject, in constant time. It is easy to see that the output of the OR operation is a 1 iff at least half the bits are l's in the corresponding instance of majority.
1
The lower bound for term matching must be contrasted with the constant time upper bound for string matching on the CRCW PRAM, using as many processors as the product of the lengths of the two strings. Hence, in general, problems with the tree representation may require more parallel time compared to those using the string representation. We have given one specific example where this is actually the case. One of the reasons for this difference is that the tree representation of a term is not unique. One could therefore ask whether the lower bound for matching still holds, if each term has a unique representation. The answer is yes, as we show in the next section that the lower bound for term matching holds for the string representation, which is unique. As a consequence of Theorems 3 and 4, we have COROLLARY 1. The lower bound on parallel time for majority also holds for (1) list ranking, (2) finding the height of an inverted tree, and (3) computing the level of a node in an inverted tree.
Proof. This result follows from an examination of the proofs of the previous theorems. For a definition of list ranking, see Cole and Vishkin, (1986) . 1
For the EREW and CREW models we have the following theorem.
THEOREM 5. Term matching with trees on the EREW or CREW PRAM requires Q(log n) time.
We give a constant time reduction from the (boolean) AND problem to term matching with trees. The subject consists of a root r labeled f, with n children, ui, v2, . . . . u,, corresponding to the n input values Xl 9 -x2, . . . . x,. For each i, vertex vi is labeled xi, and the label of the edge from ui to r is i. The pattern consists of a root labeled f, with n children, each labeled 1, and again the edge labels range from 1 to n. It is easy to see that the two terms can be constructed by n processors in constant time on the EREW PRAM. The two terms, so constructed, match iff the output is 1 for the corresponding instance of the AND problem. The lower bound now follows from Theorem 1. Note that by a simple fanout tree construction, we can do without an infinite set of function symbols f,, one for each n. Specifically, the construction can be modified so as to require only one function symbol f of arity 2 besides the constants 0 and 1. 1 COROLLARY 2. The lower bound of Theorem 5 also applies to ( 1) the equivalence problem for two ground terms, (2) pattern matching on strings, and (3) labeled ordered tree isomorphism.
Proof: Observe that both trees constructed in the proof of Theorem 5 are ground, i.e., they contain no variables. 1
We conclude this section by observing that our lower bounds also hold for the DAG representation.
THEOREM 6. The lower bounds for term matching also hold for the DAG representation.
Observe that the DAG representations of the trees that we have constructed in the above proofs, corresponding to the given instance of majority, cannot be more compact (except by a constant factor). Thus any algorithm for term matching with DAGs must spend at least as much time as our lower bound for trees. 1
Lower Bounds for the String Representation
When terms are represented as strings stored in arrays the lower bound is relatively more difficult to obtain. The difficulty lies in computing, in constant time, the location where a symbol must be stored in the array. It turns out that this is not very difficult, if we allow a "reasonably" small number of spaces in the strings representing the two terms or at most n redundant trailing right parentheses. However, we shall not make such assumptions. Although, the lower bound for term matching with strings can be obtained by using the weaker notion of constant-depth truth-table reducibility (as in the proof for labeled tree isomorphism) we shall prove a stronger result, viz., majority can be (many-one) reduced in constant time to term matching with strings. In the following theorem, the model is a Common CRCW PRAM. THEOREM 7. Zf processors are bounded by a polynomial in n, any CRCW PRAM requires Q(log n/loglog n) time for term matching, where n is the number of symbols in the input terms and the input is in the form of two strings stored in arrays.
Proof
Let xi, . . . . x, be an instance of majority. Without loss of generality assume that xi = 1 and x, = 0 (we can always pad the input with a 0 and a 1 so that this is true). We construct the subject t, stored in array T[6 : 13n + 23, and pattern s, stored in array S[ 1 : 7n/2 -11, as follows. The set of variables is V= { y, , . . . . y,,,* + i} and the set of function symbols is F= {h", f I, k', a}. We also use an array Temp [l : 2n] Now, using O(n3) processors overall, the distance between each occurrence of the symbols f or k and the nearest h (if any) is found (from Proposition 2, this can be done in constant time). Note that all these distances are multiples of 3. With O(n2) processors, in constant time, all these distances are padded with appropriate-sized strings of the form (f(... f(a)...)) (e.g., for a distance of 3 use (a), for 6 use (f(a)), etc.). This completes the construction of the subject, which has a many occurrences of f (as children of h) as there are l's in the instance of majority and as many k's as 0's. The pattern is always a fixed term of the form h(f ( Y 1 )v ...y h(f ( Y,& Y,,, + I I... 1, with 42 occurrences off: It is easy to see that it can also be constructed in constant time with O(n) processors. Now we claim that s matches t iff at least half the bits are l's in the corresponding instance of majority.
The sZ(log n/loglog n) time lower bound for term matching with strings, on all CRCW PRAMS, follows from this theorem. It is easy to see that the reduction on the EREW model, given in the previous section, can be modified to output terms in the form of strings stored in arrays. Hence the sZ(log n) time lower bounds for term matching with strings follow on the CREW and EREW models.
Optimal Time Upper Bounds
In this section we show how to improve the upper bounds of Verma et al. (1986) and Ramesh et aL(1989) on the CREW model, when terms are represented as trees. We also design optimal time algorithms for the Arbitrary (and hence Priority also) CRCW PRAM and the CREW PRAM, when terms are represented as strings stored in arrays. To the best of our knowledge these are the first optimal algorithms for term matching with the string representation. We shall first present optimal algorithms for the string representation. To derive the optimal algorithm (on the CREW model) for the tree representation, we get rid of the relatively complicated processor allocation problem by linearizing the two trees into strings and then invoking our optimal algorithm for strings. We note that a direct algorithm is also possible. Our algorithms use the sublogarithmic time algorithms in Cole and Vishkin (1986) for computing prefix sums is parallel. In Cole and Vishkin (1986) it is shown that the prefix sums of n numbers, each of log n bits, can be computed in time O(log n/loglog n) using n loglog n/log n processors.
Just as there is a notion of corresponding nodes in the tree representation, there is an analogous notion of corresponding indices in the string representation. The difference lies in the way we identify the corresponding indices. The input terms to the algorithm are stored in two arrays, S containing the subject and P containing the pattern.
1. {For each left (right) parenthesis find its nesting level and the index of the corresponding right (left) parenthesis.} Assign to each symbol a value 0, + 1, or -1 in array B as described in Table 1 . A, in Table 1 , is just a temporary array into which S has been copied. Now the parallel prefix algorithm of Cole and Vishkin (1986) is used to compute the nesting level of each symbol in S. Sort all parentheses on the pair (nesting level, index in S). The corresponding parentheses are now in adjacent locations. For each parenthesis store the location of its corresponding parenthesis in an array.
2. {For each index of S containing a non-parenthesis symbol find its order with respect to the nearest left parenthesis (if any) enclosing it.} For example, if f(a, g(b, 6) a) is stored without commas in SC1 : lo], the order of indices 4 and 7 is 2. For each pair of corresponding parentheses, copy all symbols immediately nested in this pair into a separate array. Each symbol is assigned the value 1 and the parallel prefix algorithm is used to determine the order of each index within the nearest enclosing parentheses pair.
3. {Obtain the e-paths, to the root, of all indices of 5' containing nonparenthesis symbols.} For each index i containing a non-parenthesis symbol si, find all the left parentheses in which it is nested and get the order of the indices which are immediate predecessors of these parentheses. Observe that si is nested inside left parenthesis I,, if j< i< index (corresponding right parenthesis of lj). Store this information in a separate array for each i. This will be referred to as the e-path of index i, written e-path(i).
4. Repeat the above three steps for the pattern.
5. (Find corresponding indices.} For each index i of P containing a non-parenthesis symbol pi, find the index j of S such that e-path(i) = e-path(j). To each index in the pattern there corresponds exactly one index in the subject with the same e-path. If for some index in the pattern there is no such index in the subject, then halt and output "No match." 6. Once the corresponding indices have been determined, the homogeneity check is trivial.
7. {Consistency check.} Determine all indices of the same variable in the pattern. Since the corresponding indices in the subject have been determined, we just have to ensure that the terms beginning at these indices in the subject are syntactically identical.
We note that some of the ideas here have been used in Ramesh et al. (1989) to convert terms represented as strings into trees. However, their ideas do not yield tight upper bounds. The proof of correctness is straightforward and therefore omitted.
Complexity on the Arbitrary CRCW PRAM.
There is an obvious implementation of this algorithm which requires U(n3) processors and O(log n/loglog n) time, but we show that O(n2 log n) processors suffice to meet the stated time bound. For Step 1, we do not explicitly sort the pairs. Step 1 requires U(n2) processors and O(log n/loglog n) time. It is not very difficult to check that Steps 2, 3, 6, and 7 can also be done within these bounds.
Step 5 is a bit trickier. We use the location in the array and the level of each symbol to sort the e-paths. This requires another application of parallel prefix. Now assign to each symbol Pi in the pattern log n x level(P,) processors. Divide the symbols at level(P,) in the subject into log n groups of size n/log n. Each set of level(Pi) processors compares e-path(PJ against the e-path of one symbol in each group in constant time. The log n results are collected in constant time and the search (if unsuccessful) narrows down to one of the groups of size n/log n. Thus in time O(log n/loglog n) all the corresponding symbols have been identified. Thus
Step 5 requires at most n2 log n processors and we are done.
Complexity on the CREW PRAM.
We note that there is an algorithm for parallel prefix on the CREW PRAM which requires n processors and O(log n) time (Kruskal et al., 1985) . Thus we have the following result: There is an algorithm for term matching with strings which requires O(n3) processors and runs in O(log n) time. In fact, for any positive constant E, 0 <E < 1, there is an algorithm that runs in @(log n)/E) time and requires n2 +' processors. This can be done by assigning to each symbol in the pattern n'+' processors for Step 5, which dominates the complexity. Any CRCW Any CRCW C(E)REW C(E)REW wag n/log 1% n), POlY wag GJg log nX POlY Q(log n), unbounded Q(log n), unbounded O(log n/log log n), nz log n C(E)REW @(log n)/e), nz+t C(E)REW O( (log rI)/&), ?I* + E
For the tree representation, we use the algorithm devised in Ramesh and Ramakrishnan (1987) for converting trees into strings. On the CREW model this conversion can be done by n processors in O(log n) time. Thus we have an optimal time algorithm for term matching with trees, on the CREW model also. We note that a direct optimal time algorithm is also possible, but we do not discuss it here.'
These complexity results are summarized in Tables 2 and 3 .
ASSOCIATIVE COMMUTATIVE MATCHING
So far we have assumed that each function symbol has a fixed arity. This assumption is inconvenient for terms containing associative function symbols. A term that has some associative functions symbols is more conveniently represented in "flattened" form. For example, f(a, f(b, c)) is flattened to f(a, b, c), if f is an associative function symbol (i.e., f can have any arity greater than 1). Although this notion is very intuitive, our proofs require a formal definition.
The following deals with the required formalism.
A string is any finite sequence of symbols from Vu Fu (( , )}. We are interestid in certain kinds of strings: the expressions. For each n-ary (binary) non-associative (associative) function symbol fe F, we define an n-ary (of arity > 2) expression-building operation Ff on strings: qu, 9 .**> Un) =f (u1, . . . . u,) . To be precise we should have written %fCC% 3 . . . . u,)) but, as is customary, we shall omit the extra parentheses.
DEFINITION 4 (Expressions).
The set d of expressions is the set of strings generated from the constants and variables by the %* operations.
Our definition of expressions is motivated by the need to introduce flattening of terms when function symbols are associative. Informally, ' This algorithm requires n* processors and @log n) time.
to flatten a term with respect to a function symbol f represent it in right associative form. The term will now be of the form f( [l, f(fz, -.., f(t,-r, t,) . ..). where the ti's do not start with J Now represent the term as f( t, , . . . . t,,) .
Notation. The flattened form of any expression E will be denoted by E.
We require the following auxiliary definitions for flattening. For n > 0, let b"= {(E,, ..*, E,) 1 EWE& for iel,}, B"= (( )} and B+=IJEz, 8'. Let * be a new symbol not in Vu F. Define rem:dxF+b+ as rem(c, p) = arg(e) if op(s) = p and p is associative, (E) otherwise. Finally, for each n > 2, let con,, be the operation which takes n tuples from 6+ and returns the tuple formed by "concatenating" the n tuples in order. Since expressions are defined inductively, our definition of flattening is recursive. DEFINITION 6 (Flattening).
1. For each variable u, 17 = u.
2. if E = f(El, .,., E,) (n 22) and f is associative then E= ~y(con,(rem(E,,fh . . . . rem(G,f))).
3. if E=~(E,, . . . . E,) (n 3 0) and f is non-associative then E= SK, . . . . a. We illustrate flattening of f(a, f(b, c)) based on the above definition:
The set of flattened terms 9 is exactly the set of expressions obtained by flattening terms. We define a flattened substitution (such a substitution will be denoted with a bar on top) analogous to the definition of a substitution, except that its range is g instead of 5. The following lemmas are easy consequences of our definition of flattening.
1. larg(i)l = larg(t)l = larg(o(t))l ifop is non-associative. 2. larg(t)l < larg(i)l d larg(a(t))l otherwise.
LEMMA 2. For any boolean term t 4: V and any substitution o, 1. larg(i)l = Jarg(t)l = \arg(o(t))l ifop is non-associative. 2. \arg(t)l = larg(a(t))l otherwise.
An interesting property of boolean terms is the following:
a(t) = c?(t) for any substitution o and boolean term t.
Remark 2. In a tree or DAG representation of a term, the children of a node labeled by an associative function symbol are ordered. This, however, is not the case when the function is commutative. In the rest of this paper, we shall assume that all terms containing associative terms have been flattened. This assumption is just for convenience. The process of flattening a term containing associative operators takes only linear time.
We use the following results in our proofs. The first result relates the space used by a non-deterministic Turing machine accepting a set A to the depth needed of a uniform circuit accepting A. The second and third relate the complexity of rooted subtree isomorphism to that of bipartite matching. In rooted subtree isomorphism, we are given two rooted trees T, = ( VI, E, , ri) and T, = ( Vz, E,, r2) and we want to know whether there is an isomorphism + : V, + V, V E V,, such that (i) $(rl)=rz and (ii) (vi, uj) E El iff (Il/(ui), $(uj)) E E2.
THEOREM 8 (Borodin, 1977) . Let A be a language recognized by a nondeterministic S(n) space bounded Turing machine where S(n) > log n. Then there exists d > 0 such that DEPTH,(n) < dS(n)2.
THEOREM 9 (Reyner, 1977) . Let G = (V,, V,, E) be a bipartite graph with r = I I/,(, s = I V,l, and r 6 s. Let p and q be the two trees for subtree isomorphism with sizes n and m (p is to be mapped into q). Given an algorithm for bipartite matching which requires at most O(rs) operators, the subtree isomorphism algorithm requires at most O(nm log n) operations.
THEOREM 10 (Verma, 1988; Verma and Reyner, 1989) . Let G= (V,,V,,E)beabipartitegraphwithr=IV,(,s=IV,(,andr~s.Letpand q be the two trees for subtree isomorphism with sizes n and m (p is to be mapped into q). Given an algorithm for bipartite matching which requires at most O(rs') operations for u > 1, the subtree isomorphism algorithm requires at most O(nm") operations.
Sequential Complexity

2-Occurrence Associative Commutative Matching
We show that 2-occurrence AM, 2-occurrence CM, and 2-occurrence ACM are NP-complete (and hence so is 2-occurrence GACM). This characterizes completely the sequential complexity of AM, CM, and ACM when variable occurrences are varied. Membership in NP of all these problems follows from that of the general problem (Benanav et al., 1985) so we omit this part in all our proofs of NP-completeness. THEOREM 11. 2-occurrence Ah4 is NP-complete.
Proof: Let C = {cl, . . . . c,} be an instance of SAT over the boolean variables x1, . . . . x,, m, n > 0, such that Icj 1 < 3 and each xi is restricted to at most 3 occurrences (in negated or unnegated form). This problem is known to be NP-complete (Garey and Johnson, 1979) . Without loss of generality we can assume that 2 6 lcjl 6 3. For let cj be any clause of size 1, so cj = zi where zi is some literal. We set zi to the appropriate value to satisfy cj and obtain a simpler instance C', in which neither cj nor zi appears, such that C' is satisfiable iff C is satisfiable. Now, given C we construct two flattened terms s and t over F= ( g, f, h, 0, 1 }, where f is of arity 6, g is associative, h is of arity m, and 0 and 1 are constants. Let V= ix 1, .*., x,}u (y,, . . . . yn} u {Us 1 iEZ,,jeZ,}.
The main ideas of the reduction are as follows. The truth and falsity of a boolean variable are simulated by the substitutions xi = 1 and xi = 0, respectively. Each variable yj simulates the role of Sr;. and the uij's are dummy variables. Without loss of generality, we can assume that every variable in C occurs at most once negated, at most twice unnegated, and at least once unnegated. On the first occurrence of a variable xi in unnegated form (the first occurrence of xi is given by the least j such that cjc C contains x,), we use one occurrence of y, to ensure that y, is instantiated to xi. The second occurrence of yi is used whenever F occurs in the instance of SAT. For each clause cj such that IcjI = 3 we do the following: let x1, x2, and x3 be the variables in cj. Let q,, . . . . q, be 7 distinct terms, which represent the 7 truth assignments that satisfy clause cj, obtained by defining qi= f(b,, 1 -b,, b,, 1 -b,, b,, 1 -b,), for iE I,. Here, for k E Z,, bk E (0, 1 } and the assignment (b,, b,, b3) satisfies cj. Let t,= g(a, ql, . . . . q,, a) and sj= g(u,,, f(Z,, m,, lz, m,, I,, m,), ui2), where for i E 13, Ii = x, if xi occurs unnegated in clause cj, otherwise Ii= yi; mi = yi if cj is the first clause in which xi appears unnegated, otherwise mi = ujci+ *,. Similarly, for each clause cj such that lcjl = 2, let xi, x2 be the variables in c,. Let ql, q2, q3 be 3 distinct terms, which represent the 3 truth assignments that satisfy cj, obtained by defining qi as above. Let tj=g(a, ql,q2, q3, a) and sj=g(ujl,f (l,, ml, 12, m2, ujs, u,,) , uj2), where the 1,'s and m,'s, for iE I,, are defined as above. Finally let s = h(s,, . . . . s,) and t = h(t,, . . . . t,) (see Fig. 2) . It is not difficult to see that s a-matches t iff C is satisfiable, and that each variable VE V appears at most twice. 1 THEOREM 12. 2-occurrence CA4 is NP-complete.
Proof (Sketch). The proof is very similar to the one given above, except for the structure of the terms sj and tj. Of course, in this case g is commutative (and not associative as in the previous proof). The same restricted version of SAT is used here. For cj such that lcjl = 3, let tj= g(dgh q2), g(q,, q4N, g(g(q,, qd, gh 4h where 41s are defined as in Theorem 11 and Sj= d"j19 d"j2, g(Uj35f(llr ml, 12, m2, 13, m3)))).
As before, li = xi if xi occurs unnegated in clause cj, otherwise Zi = y,; mi is yi if c, is the first clause in which xi appears unnegated, otherwise uici+ 3). Note that the set of dummy variables is larger here. The construction is similar for clauses of length two. Finally, let s =h(si, . . . . s,) and t=h(t,, . ..) t,). i COROLLARY 3. 2-occurrence ACM and 2-occurrence GACM are NPcomplete.
ProoJ Observe that 2-occurrence AM is just a special case of 2-occurrence GACM. The NP-hardness of 2-occurrence ACM is obtained from the reduction of Theorem 11, by assuming that g is AC. Boolean CM now refers to the problem of commutative matching when the set of operators in the boolean terms consists of some free and some commutative operators. Boolean AM is defined similarly. As before, boolean GACM is the most general problem, where the set of boolean terms can conatin all kinds of operators: free, associative only, commutative only, or both associative and commutative. It is easy to see that a flattened boolean term retains the property that no interpreted operator can have a variable as its argument. As before, we assume that all boolean terms are given in flattened form.
THEOREM 13. Boolean CM is NP-complete.
Proof (Sketch). NP-hardness of Boolean CM is proved as follows. Let c= {Cl, . ..) c,} be an instance of 3SAT over the n boolean variables, Xl 9 . . . . .x,, m, n > 0. Let F = (f, g, a, h, p, 0, 1 }, where f is a binary commutative function symbol, g is a ternary function symbol, p is a unary function symbol, a, 0, and 1 are constants, and h is an m-ary function symbol. Let V= {xi, . . . . x,) u {uU ( iEZ,,jEZ,).
The truth and falsity of a boolean variable xi is simulated by the substitution of 1 and 0 respectively for xi. For each clause cj, do the following. Let xi, x2, and xg be the variables in cj. Let ql, . . . . q, be 7 distinct terms, which represent the 7 truth assignments that satisfy clause cj, obtained by defining qi= g (b,, b2, b,) , where biE (0, 1 } and the assignment (b,, bZ, b3) Fig. 3 .) It is easy to see that s can be commutative-matched with t iff C is satisfiable. 1 COROLLARY 4. Boolean 2-occurrence CM, boolean 2-occurrence ACM, and boolean 2-occurrence GACM are NP-complete.
Proof. The reduction of Theorem 13 can be modified to use the restricted version of SAT given in Theorem 11, instead of 3SAT, by employing the technique of Theorem 12 to save variable occurrences. 1 However, associative matching of boolean terms requires only time linear in the size of the input. f'(o1b1),
--*9 a,(s,)) =f(g2(s1), . . . . a,(,~,)) =f(ti, . . . . t,), which implies that cri(sJ = az(s,) = ti for all i E Z, (f is non-associative). From the induction hypothesis it follows that q 1 V = Ti; IV, which implies F I Vs = 6) VT (a, and o2 are substitutions and V, = ?Jr= i V,,).
Case 2. S is associative. As before, s =f(~, , . . . . s,) otherwise there is nothing to prove. Now for any 0, larg(a(s))l = larg(,?)l = larg(s)l =m (s E Y) by Lemma 2, whence we must have m = n or we are done. Now by Lemma 3, and an argument similar to the one in case 1, we establish the induction for case 2.
Since s was arbitrary the theorem is proved. 1
From the proof of this theorem it is clear that the linear time algorithm for term matching can be used for boolean AM also. In fact, Theorem 14 is a special case of a much stronger theorem that we state without proof.
THEOREM 15. For any boolean terms s, t E r containing associative or uninterpreted operators only, there is at most one most general unlyier o (up to variable renaming). 
Linear Associative Commutative Matching
In Benanav et al. (1985) it was shown that ACML E P through a natural recursive reduction of ACML to bipartite matching. Unfortunately, the depth of this reduction is proportional to the height of the input trees, and hence it is not an NC reduction. It was also claimed in Benanav et al. (1985) that the time complexity of this reduction is 0( 1.~1 I t13), where s is the pattern and t the subject. We present a slightly different algorithm for GACML and show that it is more efficient, using the very general result of the first author (Theorem 10). Observe that because of the linearity requirement there is no need for a consistency check. Also note that for linear terms, AC matching is very similar to rooted subtree isomorphism. We have the same freedom in mapping vertices to vertices in subtree isomorphism that is allowed by an AC operator for mapping its arguments. This is explained below. Let S and T be the two given trees, and let the problem be to determine whether S is isomorphic to a subtree of Tat the root. The basic idea is that subtree isomorphism is trivial when the number of vertices in S = (V, E) is at most two. If ( 1/l < 2, then S is isomorphic to any rooted tree T with at least as many vertices as S. Therefore, we determine for each vertex in the two trees, S and T, the number of its descendants. It should be clear that this takes only O(n + m) time, where n = ISI and m = I TI, n Q m. Let D(u) denote the number of descendants of vertex u (including itself). A high-level description of the algorithm is as follows. It is assumed that the algorithm is invoked with (sub)trees having at least 3 vertices. If G is any graph, let V(G) denote the number of vertices of G.
ALGORITHM.
Rooted Subtree Isomorphism.
(1) If I'(S) < V(T) then delete the roots of S and T to obtain rooted subtrees Si, . . . . S, and T 1, ..., T,, else return 0. If p > q then return 0.
(2) If the number of Tj's with V( Tj) z 2 is smaller than the number of S,'s with P'(Si) 2 2 then return 0. It has been shown by Verma (1988) and Verma and Reyner (1989) that given an algorithm for bipartite matching which requires at most G(rs') operations; where r 6 s are the sizes of the vertex sets and u > 1, the above algorithm requires at most O(nm") operations.
We can easily extend the preprocessing step, outlined above, to GACML also. We need to collect at most two vertex labels for subtrees of size less than 3, and ensure that these are identical to the vertex labels of the matching subtree in the other term (except when the label in the pattern is a variable). It is also easy to extend the algorithm for subtree isomorphism to get an algorithm for GACML. In Step 1, we need to compare the vertex labels of the two roots. Also, we need to add some steps to handle the case of an uninterpreted operator, and the case when an operator is associative only. In the first case we need not apply a bipartite matching algorithm (because of the ordering of the arguments, which must be preserved), and in the second case we need an ordered bipartite matching, defined in the next section, which is easier to find than a maximum bipartite matching.
The commutative operator is treated just like an AC operator. Thus, from Theorem 10 and the fact that bipartite matching can be done in or O(rs'.') time (r < s), we have the following result. COROLLARY 7. GACML can be done in 0( IsI 1 t['.S) time.
We now give a linear time reduction from maximum bipartite matching to ACML. THEOREM 16. Maximum bipartite matching ,< i ACML.
Proof: Given a bipartite graph G = ( l'i, I/,, E) with 1 I'1( < ( V2( we construct two flattened linear terms s and t as follows. Let V, = {u,, . . . . uk) and V,= (G+,, . . . . vk+/ f, where k= IV,1 and I= /VII. We let V= ix i, . . . . xk, y} and F= (u,, . . . . vk, f, g, a, b}, where f and g are binary AC operators, and a, b, and the ui's are constants. For each vertex DUE V, we construct a term si = f(vi, xi). For each vertex u, E V2 with edges to vertices Oil 7 ..7 ui, (all distinct) we construct a term ti = f(vi,, . . . . vim). If v, E V, has less than two edges we use the dummy constants a and b, as required, to construct the term tj. Let t = g(ti, . . . . tr). Finally, if k < 1, then let s = g(s, , . . . . sk, y), otherwise let s = g(s,, . . . . sk). It should be clear that s ac-matches t iff a matching of size 1 VII exists in the bipartite graph G, and that s and r are flattened linear terms. Also, the time required for the reduction is linear in the size of G. 1 An important consequence of this mutual reducibility is that our upper bound is tight, for any nontrivial improvement in the running time of one of the problems will improve that of the other.
Linear Associative Matching
Now we present an efficient O((sl (tl log Isl) time sequential algorithm for AML that takes as input two trees s and t, and checks that s a-matches t. The sequential algorithm for AML and the space-efficient turing machine for AML, in Section 5.1, are based on the following characterization. Since our definitions of equational matching are based on logical consequence from an equational theory, we have to prove that such characterizations are correct. Fortunately, however, for this case it is not very difficult.
LEMMA 4 (AML Characterization).
A linear term P a-matches a term S iff one of the following holds: l P is a variable. l P= f(P,, . ..) P,) for some non-associative function symbol f of arity m>O, S=f(S,, . . . . S,) and Pi a-matches Si for i E I,.
l P= f(P,, . ..) P,) for some associative function symbol f of arity m>2, S=f(S,, . . . . S,), m < n, and the ordered sequence 1~ i, < i, < . . < ik <m of all indices of non-variable terms from the Pi's, corresponds to an ordered sequence 1 < j, < j, < . . . < j, Q n satisfying 1. i,< j,for lEI,.
2. (boundary conditions) i, = 1 * j, = 1 and ik = m * j, = n.
3. i,+,-i,6jr+1-j,andi,+,-i,=1~j,+,-j,=1 forIEI,.
4. Pi, a-matches Sj, for I E Ik.
Proof By induction on 1.s and ItI--straightforward. 1
The above lemma motivates the following problem, which we call ordered bipartite matching. Abstractly, let G = ( V1, I/,, E) be a bipartite graph, V, = { 1, . . . . m}, V, = { 1, . . . . n},m<n,andE~{(i,j)IiEV1,jEVz}. Let Vs V, be given. Then a matching M (a set of edges such that no two of them share a vertex) of size 1 VI is called an ordered bipartite matching, it is satisfies the first three conditions of the above lemma, which we restate for clarity. The characterization given above suggests the following algorithm for AML. Recursively determine, for i E Z,, match, = si a-matches tj; return/j\'"= 1 match, else return false
The correctness of this algorithm follows from Lemma 4.
THEOREM 17. The time complexity of the above algorithm for AML is Wlsl Itl log I4 ).
Proof (Sketch). The idea of the proof is to show that given G = ( V, , V2, E) and V 5 V, , an ordered bipartite matching can be found in O( ( V1l I V21) time. Then using Theorem 9 we have the required result. Theorem 9 still applies because the proof of Theorem 9 makes no assumption about the bipartite matching algorithm, except for its complexity. Therefore, even though we are solving a slightly different (and easier) problem, the analysis is still applicable. To find an ordered bipartite matching in the stated time, we proceed as follows. Group the vertices in V into clusters, where each cluster is a maximal collection of consecutive vertices (recall that vertices in V, are numbered 1 through m). To each cluster we assign a number, which is the number of the lowest numbered vertex in the cluster. Now consider the clusters in ascending order and determine for each cluster c = {i, i + 1, . . . . i + k} of size k + 1, the first cluster of available vertices (i.e., those which have not been assigned to some previous cluster) from V,, say d= {j, j+ 1, . . . . j+ k} such that i<j, and (i + 1, j + I) E E for all 1 E Z,. If this is not possible for some cluster, then G has no ordered bipartite matching. Thus the conditions of the problem enable us to avoid any backtracking, and it is easy to see that the complexity of this algorithm is O( ( V, ( I V,( ). i
Linear Commutative Matching
We observe that the naive algorithm for linear CM, which treats the commutative operator just as an AC operator, takes only O(lsl Itl) time, because a commutative operator can have only 2 arguments (hence the matching problem takes constant time). No graph matching is required for an uninterpreted operator.
Parallel Complexity
Designing parallel algorithms for AM, CM, and ACM with linear terms seems to be a formidable task. Hence we study the space complexity of these problems on the Turing machine model to see whether they are parallelizable. We show that AML and CML are in NL. Thus from a wellknown result of Borodin, we have AML, CML E NC*. We also show that GACML is mutually NC-reducible to bipartite matching. Thus the intriguing problem of the membership of bipartite matching in NC is now linked to existence of an NC algorithm for GACML. Since bipartite matching is known to be in RNC, we have shown that GACML is also in RNC. We first present a log-space nondeterministic turing machine accepting AML.
Linear Associative Matching
We assume that the two terms, s and t, are given as labeled ordered trees and that they are well-formed. It is not very difficult to design a deterministic Turing machine which uses only logarithmic space to check that the input is well-formed. The input is given on tape in the form of quintuples (u, v, x, y, z) , where u and v are vertices, u is the parent of v, x and y are the labels of u and v, respectively, and z is the label of the edge from u to v. If u is labeled by an AC or commutative operator then z = 0. The roots of the two trees are given in the beginning of the description of each input tree. Also the two input trees are separated by some special symbol. Thus our input consists of two lists of the edges of s and t. The theorem also holds for the inverted and uninverted tree representations. It is only slightly more difficult to find the children of a node in the former representation, and the parent of a node in the latter. The details are messy but routine, and hence omitted. The correctness of this algorithm follows from Lemma 4. To see that only logarithmic work space.is required, observe that space is only needed for at most 6 registers to store the roots of current subterms being matched, temporary storage, and at most 4 counters for finding next children, etc. The Turing machine does not have to store the subterms being matched on its work tape; instead it uses the input tape as a "readonly stack." 1 Combining Theorem 18 with Theorem 8, we have the following result.
COROLLARY 8. AML is in uniform NC2.
Linear Commutative Matching
It is not very difficult to show that linear CM is in NL, since a nondeterministic Turing machine can guess (and then verify) the "corresponding" vertex in the other term for a child vertex, when the parent vertex is labeled by a commutative function symbol. As in the AML case the Turing machine need only store the root vertices of the current subterms being matched.
THEOREM 19. CML E NL and hence also NC'.
Linear Associative Commutative Matching
First, we give a simple NC reduction from maximum bipartite matching to ACML. Thus an NC algorithm for ACML would guarantee an NC algorithm for maximum bipartite matching. No such algorithm exists. We then consider the case when all function symbols, except for nullary and unary ones, are associative as well as commutative. With this restriction, we give an NC reduction from ACML to rooted subtree isomorphism. Combining these two reductions with a result of Lingas and Karpinski (1986) , we have the important result: restricted ACML =NC subtree isomorphism = NC bipartite matching. This also establishes membership of (restricted) ACML in RNC since bipartite matching has been shown to be in RNC (Mulmuley et al. 1987) . Finally, we consider GACML, i.e., the most general AC matching problem. For this case, because of the complex interplay of various constraints we are not able to give a direct NC reduction to rooted subtree isomorphism. However, we are able to give an NC reduction from GACML to bipartite matching. This reduction is similar in some respects to the reduction given by Lingas and Karpinski (1986) , but additional constraints make the reduction and its proof of correctness more involved.
THEOREM 20. Maximum bipartite matching < NC AC&IL.
Proof: The reduction of Theorem 16 can also be carried out with an NC' circuit with one oracle node for ACML. It is of some interest to note that the reduction can even be carried out by a polynomial-size constantdepth circuit! 1 THEOREM 21. Restricted ACML GNC rooted subtree isomorphism.
Proof: Let s and t be the two rooted labeled trees representing the flattened linear terms, over the function symbols F= {fl, . . . . fn>, to be AC matched. The idea is to get rid of the vertex labels from s and t to get two trees S and T, while ensuring two necessary and sufficient requirements for the reduction. The vertex set of s will be a subset of the vertex set of S. Similarly, the vertex set of t will be a subset of the vertex set of T. Thus, any root preserving isomorphism II/: S + T has a restriction $': s --t t. We must constrain $ in such a way that its restriction I/? satisfies the following two conditions:
1. $' should preserve vertex labels, except when the label in s is a variable.
2. If u is any vertex in s labeled by an AC operator, v has no child labeled with a variable, and Ii/'(u) = u, then the degree of v in s should equal the degree of u in t (recall Lemma 1).
To ensure these constraints we attach some gadgets to each vertex in the two trees s and t and strip the vertex labels to get S and T. Let m = IsI + 1 tI + 1. For each function symbol f; we construct a gadget gj which consists of a vertex r with m + i vertices ul, . . . . u,+~ as children, and vertex u, has n + 1 -i children, y,, . . . . yn+ 1 ~ i. Now to every vertex in s and t labeled by function symbol f, for some i, we attach gadget gj by making Y a new child of the vertex, to get trees S' and T'. Now for every vertex ui in S' that is labeled by an AC operator and has no variable as a child, we find its degree d, and attach gadget gj to vertex y,. Also to every vertex u, in t, with degree d,>O and labeled by fi, attach gadget gi to the vertex y, of gadget gj (attached before to get T'). Finally remove all vertex labels to get S and T completing the reduction. The correctness of this reduction rests on the way the gadgets were chosen. Observe that any rooted isomorphism from S to a subtree of T must map gadgets onto gadgets. Once this is proven, showing that gadgets can be placed on one another only in such a way that the requirements are met is straightforward. It should be clear that entire reduction can be carried out by an NC' circuit. i Finally, we consider GACML. To understand the difficulty of reducing GACML to rooted subtree isomorphism, recall that GACML problem includes every possible situation, i.e., operators which are associative only, operators which are commutative only, free operators, and AC operators. Now, consider the case of an associative operator which has some variables as children and which occurs more than once as the child of an AC operator. The interplay of (1) the freedom allowed by an AC operator, with (2) the constraints imposed by an associative operator, when combined with (3) the fact that the reduction must rely on "local" information, (as a priori, we have no information as to which vertex in the subject does this associative operator correspond) is very hard to capture in subtree isomorphism.
However, we are able to reduce GACML to maximum bipartite matching.
It was shown in Benanav et al. (1985) that ACML is in P by a recursive reduction of ACML to maximum bipartite matching. This reduction can be extended in the obvious way to solve GACML. Unfortunately, however, the depth of this recursive reduction is proportional to the height of the pattern tree. To obtain an NC reduction we need to cut the size of the pattern repeatedly (to reduce the depth of the reduction). Our reduction is based on the notion of corresponding paths.
Let S and T be any two labeled rooted trees representing the flattened terms s and t, and let P, = (u,, . . . . u,) and P, = (a,, . . . . a,), n, m > 0, be two paths in S and T respectively starting from the roots u1 and ul. We say that paths P, and P, are corresponding iff the following conditions are satisfied:
2. ZubeZ(vi) = lubeZ(u,) for all i E Z,. 3 . if lubeZ(u,) is neither associative nor commutative for any i < n, then ZubeZ((u,, ui+ 1)) = ZubeZ((u,, z.di+ 1)).
4. if ZubeZ(v,) is associative but not commutative for any i < n, then zubez((Ui, Ui+l)) d zubez((ui, ui+ 1)).
THEOREM 22. GACML Q NC maximum bipartite matching.
Except for some preprocessing, the recursive reduction is carried out by procedure GACML given below. To avoid cluttering up the algorithm we have omitted the base cases for the recursive procedure, which occur when the pattern is either a variable or a constant. These details can be easily filled in by the reader. Basis. t is any constant. If SE V there is nothing to prove. If s is a constant then s ac-matches t = there exists 0 such that U(S) = t + s = t since a(s) = s and we are done. If s is not a constant there is nothing to prove.
Induction
Step. t = f(tl, . . . . t,), n > 0 and there are three cases to be considered. Case 1. f is neither associative nor commutative.
If SE V or s = g(s,, . ..) s,,,), f # g, m > 0, we are done. If s = f(sl, . . . . s,) and there --exists e such that O(S) = t *f (c$s,), . . . . a(~,,)) = f (tl, . . . . t,) * a(sj) = tj, Jo I,. Thus the lemma is proved for the root and combining this with the induction hypothesis (a(~,) = tJ we are done.
Case 2. f is associative only. As before s = f (si, . . . . s,) otherwise there is nothing to prove. Now for any CJ, larg(a(s))l 2 larg(s)j with equality for boolean terms (Lemma 2) therefore the constraints on degree for the root are proved. Since s E F none of the s,'s is of the form f (...). Similarly none of the ti's is of the form f (...). Thus, if i, , . . . . ik are defined as in the lemma then rem(a(s,), f) = a(.~,,) for jc I,. Hence we can show that cr(s) =A t * 3 an ordered sequence j,, . . . . j, such that a(~~,) = tj, for 1~ Ik. The stated conditions for this case are obvious since lo(u)1 2 1. Now apply the induction hypothesis and observe that the path to the root for each vertex in the si's is longer by one vertex (the root) and we have just proved the lemma for the root.
Case 3. f is either commutative or both associative and commutative and s = f (sl, . . . . s,). It can be shown that, cr such that o(s) =c t or that a(s) =AC t * 31-17~: Z, -+ Z, such that si matches tj, i E Z, and j E Z,. Then we invoke the induction hypothesis.
(if) Let u and u be two vertices in s and t satisfying the conditions of the lemma. It is easy to show that if vi, . . . . u, = u and ui, . . . . U, = u are corresponding paths as in the lemma, then d",, ac-matches Ai,, for all i, which implies that s ac-matches t. 1
The correctness of procedure GACML now follows from the above lemma and the following fact: Fact 1. The path P chosen in procedure GACML does not end on a variable. Now we show that procedure GACML can be implemented by an NC circuit with oracle gates for bipartite matching.
Let n = IsI + ItI. Clearly the recursion depth of procedure GACML is log n since it depends on Jsl and each time we halve the size of s for the recursive calls. Now observe that there is a unique path in P satisfying the given conditions. This path can be chosen on a CREW PRAM with a processors in log n time by standard techniques. Similarly the path for Stockmeyer and Vishkin (1984) this can be done by polynomial size (uniform) circuits of unbounded fan-in and O(log n) depth and hence by NC2 circuits. Checking whether two paths are corresponding and whether one vertex has more sons than another are easily done by NC' circuits. Also the maximum number of son pairs (or, r2) is at most n2 and therefore the depth of the oracle gates is at most 2 log n. Therefore, except for the recursive calls and bippartite matching tests the procedure can be implemented by NC circuits. Finally, observe that procedure GACML makes at most n* different recursive calls. Hence the entries of the matrix M can be filled up in bottom-up fashion and thus the entire procedure can be implemented by NC circuits. Note that the values of array D have to be computed only once and this can be done by the Euler-tour technique of Tarjan and Vishkin (1985) using n processors in @log n) time on an EREW PRAM. Hence it can also be done by uniform circuits of unbounded fan-in O(log n) depth and polynomial size, and hence by NC2 circuits. This concludes the proof.
Results of this section are summarized in Table 4 .
CONCLUSION
In this paper we first presented lower bounds for (uninterpreted) term matching with several representations on various models of parallel computation. These lower bounds have been shown to be tight by giving matching upper bounds for some representations and several models. Some interesting problems remain open. The time complexity of term matching with trees, on the CRCW model, is still O(log n), Thus the lower bound here is slightly weak. We feel that a matching upper bound on trees would imply a sub-logarithmic algorithm for list ranking. No such algorithm is known.
We then investigated the complexity of interpreted term matching when some of the function symbols in a term are associative or commutative. We established several tight results on the sequential and parallel complexity of associative commutative matching and its variants. In some applications, it may be interesting to consider the case when the number of distinct variables is bounded. With this restriction all three problems, associative matching, commutative matching, and associativeecommutative matching, have polynomial time algorithms. To see this, note that the total number of distinct substitutions for the variables in the pattern are polynomially bounded, and checking for each substitution that the two terms so obtained are identical modulo the ac-axioms can be done in polynomial time. We conclude by mentioning some open questions on the parallel complexity of these problems.
We can show that CML is in Dlogspace. However, whether this is the case for AML or whether AML is complete for Nlogspace is open. It would be surprising if the problem fell in the intermediate category. Finally, observe that our Turing machines were based on the unique parent property of trees. Hence the exact parallel complexity of AML, CML, and ACML for DAG's is also open.
Note added in proof:
Recently, the first author has improved the sequential upper bounds for AML (to O(ls( 111) ) and GACML.
